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Introduction

Part One

We are blessed with a largely temperate, island climate in New
Zealand. The extremes in this country vary from warm summer nearsubtropical temperatures in the far north to cold areas in the South
Island high alpine country. But for most areas, mild temperatures,
moderate rainfall and abundant sunshine are the norm. This makes
it relatively easy to achieve thermal comfort in all seasons.

Traditional Building Vernaculars Around
the World

In winter, we typically need a small amount of heating to be
comfortable. In the summer, a small amount of cooling, and in spring
and autumn the temperature is usually close to ideal or perfect.

Cultures that live in a specific region for many generations develop
methods to maintain relative thermal comfort in their climate. They
do this using the materials and resources that are natural, local and
abundant.

With good passive, climate appropriate design, using local, natural
materials, we can quite easily meet all of our heating and cooling
needs without resorting to high energy or polluting systems.

These vernacular building techniques, wisely use local natural
resources, create minimal pollution, and with good design, often led
to healthy housing solutions.

This approach offers resilient, low tech building solutions that have
stood the test of time. These are very applicable to the modern world
and offer answers to many of the building problems we face.

That’s not to say that all vernacular building was good. Some was
poorly sited and not very well considered which sometimes created
cold and damp conditions. However, as long as good design decisions
are made, then natural materials and passive, climate appropriate
solutions can lead to beautiful, healthy and environmentally friendly
construction.

To begin with, we can look to historical examples of different traditional
buildings from overseas. We can study appropriate solutions in the
various climatic zones around the world for good examples to adopt
here. In a temperate zone, all these traditional solutions are worthy of
examination, as many will be relevant here, albeit to a lesser extent
than in the worlds climatic extremes.
Alternatively, if you just want to quickly read about some appropriate
and environmentally friendly techniques for your New Zealand or
other temperate climate project, you can skip straight to Part Two.
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We can break the world into different climate zones and often,
regardless of culture, some of the building traditions will share
basic principals. We can learn from these principals and use these
techniques in New Zealand to achieve low impact thermal comfort in
our own built environment.
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Humid-tropical Zone
Tropical climate regions are characterised by hot and humid
conditions day and night throughout the year. These areas are located
around the earth’s equator and for thermal comfort you need year
round cooling through ventilation and shade.

Humid-tropical

You generally want to build out of lightweight materials as the
diurnal temperature variation (difference between day and night) is
not large. This means that any thermal mass used won’t have the
opportunity to “night purge” (cool down with night breezes) and
radiate this “coolth” back into the space during the day, therefore it
may be a heating liability.
The illustration to the left shows one possible solution for appropriate
tropical housing. It is made of local materials in the traditional
vernacular and this type of building is relatively common throughout
the zone.
Note the steeply pitched, thatched roof with vents either side. Thatch
requires a steep pitch to shed rain and steep roofs are less likely to
blow off in high winds (tropical cyclones) and they also absorb less of
the sun’s radiation.
Big eaves are used to provide shade from the sun and shelter from the
rain. This is a common solution in vernacular construction in areas
that experience lots of rain.

This illustrates the means to cool with shade and ventilation.
Lightweight clothes and building materials are also used.

The sheltered vents in the roof allow hot air to escape, and as it does
cooler air is sucked into the building creating the stack effect. They
also allow smoke from internal fires to exit. Insects are a problem in
this region but smoke acts as a natural insecticide.
The hut is raised from the ground to increase ventilation and for
protection from the water in wet areas.
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Hot-arid Zone
These hot, dry areas with large diurnal temperature differences are
characterised by desert conditions with intense sunshine. Some of
the hottest temperatures on earth have been recorded here and they
require cooling throughout the year.

Hot-arid

This zone is the most suited to dense thermal mass construction. Such
construction will act as a thermal store, evening out the differences
between daytime and nighttime temperature. Thick, dense adobe /
mud brick walls are quite common (1,650 kg/m³).
The illustration to the left shows a typical building in this zone. It is
made of adobe which is an abundant thermal mass material made
from earth.
Due to the low rainfall, trees are scarce, so domed roofs which can
be made of earth masonry are also quite common. Domes increase
outside airflow and can have high openings or cupolas so hot air can
exit. Flat roofs, which are also common, require much less structural
wood than pitched roofs and in arid regions flat roofs perform better.
Planted internal courtyards are common. Plants lower the ground
temperature and reduce soil evaporation. These courtyards provide
shaded ventilated living areas and this is where much time is spent.

This illustrates the means to cool during the day, and heat at
night with thermal mass, ventilation and evaporative cooling.

In these courtyards, water features are also common. They provide
evaporative cooling and humidify the dry air. Incoming hot air passes
over the water and takes on moisture which reduces its temperature.
The human body has a similar cooling mechanism via sweating.
This effect can also be achieved by placing wet mats in openings or
earthenware jugs filled with water on window sills.
Hot air rises and draws in cool air as it does. Wind towers can be
used to accentuate this effect and introduce natural ventilation. High
windows are also used to catch the higher, cleaner and cooler air.
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Mediterranean Zone
A subset of the temperate zone. These areas are characterised by very
warm dry summers and mild wetter winters. Often large diurnal
temperature differences exist during summer making dense thermal
mass construction very suitable.

Mediterranean

The illustration to the left shows a typical building in this zone with
thick stone walls. Natural stone is a dense thermal mass material that
will even out the diurnal swings in temperature.
Pitched, clay tile roofs are very common in this zone and they are
designed to shed the winter rain.
In the summer, cooling is achieved though various means. Ventilation
is used and “loggia” (outdoor rooms) are common. Fountains are
sometimes used as a landscaping feature and to provide evaporative
cooling. Climbing vegetation such as grape vines provide summer
shade and timber shutters are often used for the same purpose.
Wood burning fireplaces are used for winter heating and clothing
alternates between lighter fabrics in summer and heavier layers in
winter. As the winters are relatively mild, only small amounts of
heating are generally required.

This illustrates the means to to cool in summer and heat in winter
with dense thermal mass, ventilation, shutters and “loggia”.
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It is interesting to note that in Southern Europe, which loosely
coincides with the Mediterranean area, minerals are often used for
the structural walls of vernacular buildings. This is in contrast to the
northern, eastern, western and central areas where timber is often
used for the structure (although this may be infilled with clay, stone
or brick). There are obvious exceptions to this rule, as timber became
scarce in many parts of Europe over the years through resource
exploitation, but this line generally holds true.
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Temperate Zone

Temperate

As already mentioned, temperate zones are characterised by
relatively mild winters and summers with pleasant shoulder seasons
in between. These areas receive moderate rainfall and are wedged
between the tropical and polar regions of the earth. They usually have
four distinct seasons and are the most conducive to human thermal
comfort.
In this zone, cultures have developed many methods to take the chill
off winter and reduce the heat of summer using their local resources.
The illustration to the left shows a vernacular cob cottage with a
thatched roof. This type of building is relatively common in the UK
and Ireland. They were often orientated to the South, which is the
best solar orientation in the Northern Hemisphere.
Water reed thatching was often used for the roof. These plants are
plentiful in some areas and as well as being beautiful they also offer
good insulation. They are built to a very steep pitch with big eaves
to shed the rain. Decorative thatch caps were often tied at the ridge.
Medium density cob walls (1,450 kg/m³) also offer a bit more insulation
compared to the dense adobe walls used in hot-arid areas. They
were traditionally lime rendered for protection from the rain with
sacrificial layers of limewash applied atop and reapplied as required.
They also often had high foundation walls to protect from splashes as
the rain hit the ground.

This illustrates the means to cool in summer and heat in winter with
medium density thermal mass, good orientation and a thatch roof.

Homes had wood burning fireplaces and chimneys made of brick or
stone. Flagstone floors were common and if designed correctly they
could absorb the heat of the sun during winter and release it back
during the evening.
The saying went that all these buildings required to stay dry was a
good hat (roof) and a good pair of boots (raised foundations).
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Continental Zone

Continental

A sub-region of the temperate zone such as the middle of Europe
or western Russia. These areas are far from oceans or seas and are
not subject to the climate moderating functions these large bodies of
water exert. They are characterised by long cold winters and short
hot summers, with moderate rainfall in summer and snow in winter.
There is a distinct heating season in winter and the vernacular
buildings in this zone are well designed for this.
The illustration to the left shows a traditional “fachwerk” or halftimbered home with mortise and tennon joinery. In Germany,
“Leichtlehmbau” or straw-clay wattle and daub was often used as the
infill between these heavy timbers.
This low density earthen infill material (1,200 kg/m³) is much lighter
then the adobe or cob used elsewhere and as such it is more insulating,
trapping heat inside the building during winter.
As with cob, these walls were usually lime rendered on the outside
and then limewashed over the top, sometimes in a pretty pastel colour.
To resist the cold winds, the openings were well sealed and insulated
often with “storm windows”, an early form of double glazing. Roofs
were steeply pitched to shed snow and rain and were often clay tiled.

This illustrates the means to cool in summer and heat in winter
with lower density thermal mass, a steep roof and a masonry stove.

The wood burning heating source may have been a super efficient
masonry stove. These units use minimal wood and create lasting
warmth and various cultures had their own versions e.g. “kachelofen”,
“steinofen”, “Finnish stove”, “Swedish stove”, “Russian stove”, “Kang
bed-stove” etc.
Foundations had to go below the frost line to prevent winter heaving
and due to this basement cellars were common. These also provided
very useful areas to store and preserve food in the more stable
temperatures below ground before the advent of refrigeration.
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Polar Zone
Polar regions are treeless, and mostly permanently icebound. 24 hours
of summer sunshine is offset by months of winter darkness, and both
seasons are marked by extreme cold.

Polar

The indigenous populations here had to adapt to this severe climate
and only survived by hunting, fishing, and dressing in thick animal
hides and furs to protect themselves from the cold.
The quintessential Inuit house is the igloo, as can be seen in the
illustration to the left.
Built from snow and warmed with body heat, they allowed the
inhabitants to survive in the harsh climate with minimal resources.
Snow is a great insulator and many animals burrow into it to stay
warm during winter.
The snow was sometimes stacked up, in self supporting blocks and in
other areas, snow was used as the insulator only with the structure
made of whale bones and hides. As there are no trees the populations
had to use what they had to hand.
There was often a short tunnel entrance and animal skins or a block
of snow could be used as the door.
They were small and compact to conserve heat and the sleeping
platform was raised to capture the lighter warmer air.

This illustrates the means to heat with very high levels of insulation.
Thick clothes made from animal skins and fur are also used.
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Sometimes the living area was lined in animal skins to raise the
internal temperature and make them more comfortable.
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Part Two
An Overview of Appropriate Building in
Temperate New Zealand
Temperate zones span from the subtropical to the sub polar. New
Zealand is located between these two extremes in the middle
latitudes. As an island, the surrounding oceans also play a major part
in stabilising our climate and reducing the chill of winter and the
heat of summer.
Temperate areas are the most pleasant zones for thermal comfort
and are characterised by four distinct but mild seasons with annual
rainfall distributed throughout the year.
On behalf of the environment, I would like to thank you for your
interest in natural, earthen and ecologically sound building.
There are many options to choose from in this field, but to keep things
simple, I have broken some of the main options into three classes. The
classes range from the more conventional to the more aspirational.
The methods and techniques mentioned are particularly suited to
New Zealand’s temperate climate.
If you would like any additional information, please follow the links
included, and if you have any questions I would be happy to help.
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Class 1
Reasonably conventional, but with the creation of more natural,
vapour permeable/breathable walls with a small amount of clay,
for an improved internal environment. Incorporating clay into your
building will assist in the thermal and humidity regulation of your
home. Such construction also allows moisture in the air, to freely pass
through the walls, reducing the likelihood of condensation and mould
forming.
Methods:
• Clay plasters over plasterboard wall linings.
• Natural oils, waxes or paints to finish exposed timber members.
• Wool / polyester blends of insulation in floors, walls and skillion
roofs and blown in wool to roof spaces with flat, suspended ceilings.
• Suspended timber floor to minimise the use of concrete. You can use
locally grown, timber strip flooring to avoid glues and the unhealthy
‘off-gassing’ of man made materials. These will look beautiful and
will be warmer and softer underfoot than a concrete slab.
• Naturally durable, untreated, light gauge timber framing such as
heart cypress.
• Naturally durable, locally grown, untreated timber claddings such
as heart cypress or heart redwood. Either horizontal or vertical
weatherboards or shingles/shakes can be used. They can have a
penetrating oil or a linseed oil paint finish, if a coloured look is desired.
• For roofing, quarried slate is the gold standard natural roofing
material. It also has a very low lifecycle cost.
• Timber joinery. It’s better for the environment, has better thermal
performance than aluminium and it will never go out of fashion!
• Air-to-water heat pumps linked to wall radiators for a healthier,
more comfortable heating alternative to blown hot air heat pumps.
• Clean, efficient wood-burners for home heating, with wet-backs for
a hot water heating boost.
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• Natural, cross flow and chimney / stack ventilation for passive
cooling. Ceiling fans can also be incorporated for a low energy boost.
• Solid timber cabinetry can be used instead of MDF to reduce toxins
such as formaldehyde in the home.
• Use reclaimed materials wherever you can. They may become a
talking feature and antique items are often well made from solid
natural materials.
• Verandahs or pergolas for sheltered, summer enjoyment.
• Use shading e.g. deciduous trees and vegetation to the East and
West and perhaps evergreens in warmer regions. Horizontal shading
louvres to the North, vertical to the East and West.
• Ponds near the house for aesthetic appeal and summer, evaporative
cooling benefits. Can also put terracotta jugs filled with water on
window sills to achieve the same effect.
• Site design in accordance with permaculture principals for beautiful,
restorative and edible landscapes.
• Composting toilets are a low impact option.
• Vent the structure e.g. behind claddings, under subfloor and in the
roof spaces for durability and added comfort.
• Storm windows could perhaps be used in the coldest alpine regions
of the country or where additional sound insulation is required. These
are secondary windows that mount on the inside of the main external
window reveal, and they seal in an additional layer of air.
• Roof overhangs to protect the walls from rain and to allow the low
winter sun to enter the building but shield the high summer sun.
• Correct orientation to ensure good solar access to true solar north
and orientate along an east and west axis.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Want to read more?
Visit: https://ulenberg.co.nz/eco-&-green-building-tips.html
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Class 2

Class 3

Still reasonably conventional, but with the addition of some more
clay, for increased thermal mass. This aids in passive solar design
and will result in even more health and comfort improvements to the
internal environment.

Alternative construction comprising full passive solar and high
performance, natural design.

All the above methods in Class 1 apply with the addition of:

• Low density adobe/mud brick
• Light earth method/LEM
• Hempcrete
• Straw bale
• Earthen floors

• Internal adobe veneer tied to the light timber framing. You would
need a little concrete foundation wall beneath this veneer for support.
It could be left exposed with the adobes showing or the clay mortar
could be smeared across the face, as the bricks are laid, in a bagged
finish. You would want to incorporate beautiful, heavy timber lintels
over the window and door openings. If designed so the low winter
sun hits the wall, perhaps through high, clerestory windows, you will
get free heating. Conversely in summer, if the high sun is shielded
from the adobe veneer and cool breezes are allowed to purge the
house during the evenings, free cooling can be achieved.
• There is also the option to use thicker clay plasters, perhaps over a
lath instead of plasterboard. This increased thickness of clay will help
realise some of the passive heating and cooling benefits mentioned
above.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Want to read more?
Visit: https://ulenberg.co.nz/clay-plasters-renders-and-alises.html
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Methods include:

Other methods best suited to internal, thermal mass walls:
• High density adobe/mud brick
• Cob
• Rammed earth
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Want to read more?
Visit: https://ulenberg.co.nz/adobe-or-mud-brick.html
https://ulenberg.co.nz/light-earth-method.html
https://ulenberg.co.nz/hempcrete.html
https://ulenberg.co.nz/straw-bale.html
https://ulenberg.co.nz/earthen-floors.html
https://ulenberg.co.nz/cob.html
https://ulenberg.co.nz/rammed-earth.html
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Conclusion
As you can see, there are many ways to build lightly on the earth
whilst maintaining internal thermal comfort and healthy internal air
quality.
As always, it pays to look to the past to understand if there are
historical solutions to the problems we face. Once ancient wisdom is
uncovered, you will gain a better understanding of the culture of your
region, and be able to adapt these learnings to your current situation.
Technology is great, and I am a big advocate for its adoption, but
many things are better done the old fashioned way. For a start they
are tried and tested! If you combine the best of both old and new, you
may achieve resilient and appropriate solutions.
So good luck on your building journey!
May you create beautiful, durable and healthy buildings that can
be enjoyed by yourselves and the many other inhabitants of your
creation in the future.
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